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CHAMPAGNE PALMER & CO
THE ART OF CREATING EMOTIONS
For Palmer & Co, the creation of a cuvée is just as
much the work of Nature as the work of Man.
We combine the different grape varieties, crus,
vintages and reserve wines harmoniously and with
passion until we obtain the perfect blend, reflecting the
intricate work of a master craftsman and a symbol of
our House style: balance and elegance.

EXCELLENCE
FROM ITS VERY CREATION,
A SEARCH FOR PERFECTION
It started in 1947 as an association of seven well
established winegrowers, all owners of premier and
grand cru vineyards in the areas of the Montagne
de Reims, and all striving for ultimate perfection.
The unique style of their wines was rapidly
recognised and the Palmer & Co brand, created in 1948,
immediately incarnated this spirit of excellence.
Since 70 years, being drawn together by our
shared respect for the House values (Excellence,
Authenticity and Emotions) makes us feel
“Palmerian”. Whether referring to the vineyard
workers, the creators of our cuvees or our staff
dedicated to ensuring that the company operates
smoothly and grows steadily, our “Palmerians” in
spirit share the same DNA and can all take pride
in the solid reputation of the Palmer & Co brand.

THE HISTORICAL ROOTS
OF THE MONTAGNE DE REIMS
Palmer & Co is solidly established on 415 hectares
of vineyards, comprising about forty crus, with over
200 hectares classified as Grand and Premier Crus
in the Montagne de Reims area. Grapes from the
Côte de Sézanne, Côte des Bars and Vallée de la
Marne complete our blends, all contributing their
specific characteristics.
The grape varieties are 50% Chardonnay, 40% Pinot
Noir and 10% Pinot Meunier.

THE ART OF GESTURE
For the creation of our champagnes, we use
avant-garde techniques while at the same time
preserving ancestral traditions and methods.
Every new generation of cellar masters carries
forward the savoir-faire of the original master
craftsmen in a whole series of traditional gestures
and practices, such as the riddling of certain cuvées by
hand or the disgorging of older vintages “à la volée”.
Constantly aiming for quality, at harvest time, we
work around the clock and are able to process a
continuous flow of several million bunches of grapes
thanks to our four pressing centres.
In our oenology laboratory, we carefully follow and
assure the quality of each stage in our vinification
process. These rigorous winemaking standards
preserve our House’s traditional values while at
the same time integrating the most modern
techniques and innovations.

AUTHENTICITY
TIME IS AN ACCOMPLICE IN REFINEMENT
OF STYLE
The Palmer & Co quality is based above all on an
absolute respect for the integrity of the grapes
and the wines at all stages of the winemaking
process.
But it is also based on Time, so closely connected
to the inimitable Palmer & Co style. Our wines
remain in contact with the yeast deposits
for years, at least three years for Palmer Brut
Réserve, five to eight years for our vintage cuvees
and up to ten years or more for our magnums
and larger format bottles.

THE DELICATE BLENDING OF BALANCE
AND ELEGANCE
At Palmer & Co we have a true passion for blending
the different crus and grape varieties, their individual
characteristics and sensory nuances that vary according
to the terroirs. The creation of our cuvées is a combination
of Nature and the talent of Man, a work of painstaking
intricacy performed by master craftsmen guided by an
acute gustatory memory, the creative inspiration of our
cellar master and the sensitivity of our oenologists.
The reserve wines also play an essential role. Selected
according to their structure and ageing potential,
they form the backbone of our Brut Réserve, giving
richness and depth, and ensuring the consistency of
the Palmer style. Blending is indeed a true art.

THE EXCEPTION OF THE “BIG BOTTLES”
Palmer & Co is one of the very rare Champagne
Houses that still produces wine in the monumental
15-litre Nebuchadnezzar.
For us, only exceptional vintages or specific blends
are worthy of these huge bottles where the alchemy
of time enhances the complex reactions of slow
maturing until an incomparable masterpiece is achieved.

EMOTIONS
TRANSMISSION
At Palmer & Co, the human element has been at the
very heart of our spirit since the House was created.
In fact, we believe that the magic of the winemaking
process cannot flourish without the human skills that
are passed down from generation to generation.
Although our new recruits are thoroughly trained
in the art of champagne making, they are still very
fortunate to benefit from the essential and unique
experience that the older generation passes on to
them, and without which Palmer champagne would
not be Palmer champagne.

PALMER & CO ET L’ART
Palmer & Co maintains close ties with the world of art
through regular events. This artistic approach offers
exceptional moments when the beauty of the works
of talented creators can be appreciated alongside the
magic and pleasure of Palmer & Co champagne.

A SET OF INSPIRED COLLECTIONS
Palmer & Co reveals that excellence is not inaccessible
and offers consumers an emotional value and a tasting
pleasure which are beyond their expectations.
> The “Reserve” collection
> The “Speciality” collection
> The “Vintage” collection

> The “Reserve” collection

Brut Réserve

Rosé Réserve

Extra Réserve Nectar Réserve

> The “Speciality” collection

Blanc de Blancs Blanc de Noirs

Vintage

Amazone de Palmer

> The “Vintage” collection
A very distinctive particularity of Palmer & Co is
that rare vintages such as 1989, 1987, 1985, 1979
or 1976 are stored upside down, or “sur pointe”,
in our cellars for twenty years or more. The very
long ageing process gives an intense and complex
character to these great wines while at the same time
ensuring that they remain remarkably fresh to the
palate.

KEY FIGURES
> 415 hectares of vineyards with over 200 hectares
classified as Grand and Premier Crus in the
Montagne de Reims aera
> 4 pressing centers
> 1 Cellar Master and 4 oenologists
> 1 department dedicated to the vineyard
> 3 km of cellars at a depth of 18m excavated in the chalk
> 600 000 bottles per year of which 450 000 are exported
> 4 million bottles in stock
> 55 employees

KEY DATES
> 1947 : 7 well established winegrowers striving for ultimate
perfection create Palmer & Co

> 1999 : Palmer & Co affirms its close ties with the world
of arts and organizes its first exhibition

> 1959 : These inspired pioneers settle in Reims to develop
the House

> 2001-2009 : Complete rehabilitation of the production site
rue du Champs de Mars

> 1970 : Palmer & Co takes a decisive step by exploring
other great terroirs
> 1978 : Creation of the cuvée Amazone, a rare cuvée made
with some of the very best wines of the Palmer’s collection
> 1984 : Investment in new high performance production
tools (rue Jacquart)
> 1992 : Construction of the new head office in Reims (rue
Jacquart)
> 1 997 : Acquisition of a vast complex / cellar that sets
Palmer & Co in the heart of Reims

> 2016 : Palmer & Co is committed to sustainable
viticulture in Champagne
> 2017 : Beginning of the construction of the new winery
(between Reims and Bezannes). An 18-month HQE
project that will give rise to a tool with a capacity of
20,000 hectoliters
> 2017 : Organization of the 10th exhibition named
“Seven” in tribute to the 7 founders and the 70 years of
the House

67 rue Jacquart - 51100 Reims
www.champagnepalmer.fr
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